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Abstract Alignment is a phenomenon observed in human
conversation: Dialog partners’ behavior converges in many
respects. Such alignment has been proposed to be auto-
matic and the basis for communicating successfully. Recent
research on human–computer dialog promotes a mediated
communicative design account of alignment according to
which the extent of alignment is influenced by interlocutors’
beliefs about each other. Our work aims at adding to these
findings in two ways. (a) Our work investigates alignment
of manual actions, instead of lexical choice. (b) Participants
interact with the iCub humanoid robot, instead of an artificial
computer dialog system. Our results confirm that alignment
also takes place in the domain of actions. We were not able
to replicate the results of the original study in general in this
setting, but in accordance with its findings, participants with
a high questionnaire score for emotional stability and partici-
pants who are familiar with robots align their actions more to
a robot they believe to be basic than to one they believe to be
advanced. Regarding alignment over the course of an interac-
tion, the extent of alignment seems to remain constant, when
participants believe the robot to be advanced, but it increases
over time, when participants believe the robot to be a basic
version.
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1 Introduction

A long-term research goal in the field of social robotics is to
develop robots that are capable of interacting and learning
in natural social interaction with a human user (while not
relying on pre-programmed interaction patterns). To achieve
this goal, we subscribe to the view that alignment is beneficial
in human communication [30] and transfer it to human-robot
interaction.

Human interlocutors in a dialog adapt and converge on
many aspects of linguistic behavior. They for example tend
to choose the same words, adapt their speech rates and use
the same syntactic structures. Such convergence or alignment
phenomena have been found not only in spoken dialog, but
also in written dialog, and non-verbal actions (cf. [10,17,20],
2.1). Alignment has been proposed to be the basis for commu-
nicative success [29]. In their interactive alignment model,
Pickering and Garrod proposed that alignment processes are
automatic and can be explained by mutual priming of inter-
locutors’ internal representations [30]. Opposed to Pickering
and Garrod’s account of alignment, a mediated communica-
tive design account has been proposed according to which
interlocutors’ extent of alignment is mediated by their judg-
ment and beliefs about each other [5,11,27]. In a remote
human-robot interaction study, we test the latter account for
the alignment of actions. We examine to which extent partic-
ipants who believe to be interacting with a basic iCub version
or an advanced iCub version align the way they demonstrate
actions to the way their robot partner has previously demon-
strated them.

In the next section (Sect. 2), we will give an introduc-
tion to the topic of alignment, present the motivation for this
work and describe the study serving as a model for the con-
ducted experiment and analyses. We lay particular focus on
the extensive experimental design (Sect. 3), as we put much
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effort in replicating the original study as exact as possible.
In Sects. 4 and 5, we present the results of two analyses. The
analysis presented in Sect. 4 is based on a conference paper
by Vollmer et al. (© 2013 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission,
from [37]). It focuses on the questions “Do untrained users
align their actions to a robot in order to successfully com-
municate?” and “Do they adapt the way they demonstrate
actions to the robot’s capabilities and understanding?”. A
novel analysis on time presented in Sect. 5 is concerned with
the question “Does alignment change over the time-course
of an interaction?”. We end with notes on challenges and
limitations in Sect. 6 and a conclusion in Sect. 7.

2 Background

2.1 Alignment

Alignment phenomena have been labeled with a large num-
ber of different terms (e.g. coordination, convergence, con-
gruence, matching, mimicry) whose definitions are partly
fuzzy and overlapping. The terms congruence, matching, and
mimicry, however, are mostly used to refer to the alignment
of non-verbal behavior [9,22]. In this work, we use the word
alignment to describe all relevant phenomena irrespective of
the modality they occur in.

2.1.1 Verbal Behavior

In dialog, interlocutors align for example accents, speech
rates, phonetic realizations, syntactic structure, speech
rhythms, and choice of words. Alignment of choice of words
is also known as lexical entrainment [15] which has been
shown to be partner-specific [7].

2.1.2 Non-verbal Behavior

With regard to non-verbal behavior, interlocutors align their
gestures, co-speech gestures, posture, timing of posture
changes, body movements (e.g. foot shaking), mannerism,
and facial expressions. Research revealed correspondence
of gestures in handshape, motion, location, representation,
technique, handedness, and palm orientation [3,19].

2.2 Motivation: Why Study Alignment in Human–Robot
Interaction?

There are two directions to consider, (1) the alignment from
robot to human and (2) the alignment from human to robot.

1. The alignment from robot to human presumably yields the
same benefits for the robot as for the aligning interlocutor
in human–human interaction (positive affect towards the

aligning party, cf. [4,34]). Therefore, recently, researchers
have aimed at endowing robots, artificial agents, and com-
puters with the capability to align to their human inter-
locutors (linguistic alignment [8], emotional alignment
[13], alignment of gestures [20]).

2. So far, related work investigating the other direction,
namely how humans align to robots, has revealed align-
ment in speech [18] and qualitatively in gestures ([6], chil-
dren adapting their behavior to a robot learner’s behav-
ior [25]). Alignment toward computers or artificial dialog
systems has been identified as similar and even stronger
alignment than toward human interlocutors [5,16,33].

How could a robot benefit from a human user aligning to it
(2)?

Human alignment in human–robot dialog clearly appears
to be beneficial. When a human interlocutor aligns to the
robot in lexical choice, it already knows and understands the
words used and communicative success is facilitated.

Similarly, the alignment of actions in human–robot inter-
action promises to increase the smoothness of cooperative
interaction and also to facilitate robot social learning of
actions from a tutor’s demonstration, especially when the
user/tutor is naive to the internal functioning and learning
mechanisms of the robot. Aligning to the actions of a robot
would entail picking up what is already known and under-
stood by the robot. To give a specific example, demonstrat-
ing an action “like the robot” by for instance restricting
one’s movements to a certain range (if the possible range
of motion of the robot is limited) or grasping in a certain
manner (for example with only two fingers, if the robot is
equipped with only two finger-like manipulators on its end
effector or hand) could facilitate mapping of the user’s move-
ments onto the body of the robot despite potential differences
in human and robot embodiment (known as the correspon-
dence problem). Thus, alignment might make understanding
and learning easier by naturally lowering the complexity of
communication.

2.3 The Mediated Communicative Design Account of
Alignment

To investigate the influence of beliefs on people’s alignment
of lexical choice toward a computer, Pearson et al. conducted
a study serving as a model for the current work [5,27]. Par-
ticipants played a picture labeling and matching game with
a computer (i.e. an artificial dialog system). At the begin-
ning of the study, a start-up screen suggested the system to
be either basic or advanced. In the game, two pictures were
presented side-by-side. One of them received a textual label
from the system which was displayed to the participant whose
task then was to match this label to the one of the two pic-
tures it corresponded to. Next, two new pictures appeared
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and the participant had to label one of them via keyboard.
The system then apparently matched this label to the respec-
tive picture, but the responses of the system were actually
pre-programmed. Pictures which had to be labeled in experi-
mental trials (experimental pictures) had two different labels
of which both were acceptable for what was shown, but one
was common and the other extremely uncommon. The sys-
tem systematically gave the uncommon label for these pic-
tures and at a later trial, the participants had to label the same
picture again themselves. Pearson et al.’s findings indicate
that the participants repeated the uncommon label more often
(i.e. aligned their lexical choices more) when they believed
to be playing with a basic computer than when they believed
to be playing with an advanced computer. This is in line with
previous results suggesting that people modify their behav-
ior according to their interaction partners’ understanding and
needs (in human–robot interaction and adult–child interac-
tion [14,35,36]).

Our work aims at adding to these findings in two ways.
(a) It investigates alignment of manual actions, instead of
lexical choice. (b) The participants interact with the iCub
humanoid robot, instead of an artificial computer dialog sys-
tem. Accordingly, in our work, the participants played an
action demonstration and matching game, instead of a picture
naming and matching game. How our game was designed
and how it relates to the game in the original experiment is
described in the next section.

3 Methods

All design choices of the study presented in this work are
made to be equivalent to the design of the original study by
Pearson et al. [27], see Sect. 2.3. A picture in their setup here
corresponds to a text box containing the description of an
action. Equivalently, the naming of a picture thus corresponds
to the demonstration of the respective action described in the
text box. As equivalent to the original setup which was a
turn-based game on a computer, we chose to tell the partici-
pants that they would play a game with a basic or advanced
robot in a different room over a network connection. The
study investigates whether the participants adapt their action
demonstrations to the way the robot demonstrates the same
action. Thus, the action demonstrations of the robot ide-
ally should not introduce any variability in the interaction.
Therefore, because some of the experimental actions were
due to technical limitations difficult for the robot to perform
and because the setup in the original study involved indi-
rect communication, the responses of the robot were really
pre-recorded videos of action demonstrations and the choice
made by the robot for matching turns (i.e. the feedback of
the robot) was scripted to choose always the correct answer
in both conditions. On experimental trials, the robot demon-

strated an action that had one common way and one uncom-
mon way of execution. After two filler trials, the participants
were asked to demonstrate the same action the robot had pre-
viously shown to them. We were interested in whether the
participants would align their demonstrations to the robot’s
demonstrations. Whereas the evaluation of Pearson et al.’s
study by checking if two words were equal was straight-
forward, we had to compare the action demonstration of a
robot with the action demonstration of a human participant.
Laying importance on human perception, in our study, we
obtained a score for alignment with five raters who individu-
ally and independently rated the similarity of the two action
demonstrations shown in the videos on a scale from 1 [very
similar] to 7 [not similar at all].

Analogously to Pearson et al.’s work, we expected align-
ment stronger in the basic robot condition than in the
advanced robot condition.

In all pretests and the experiment, the participants were
English native speakers to avoid language based differ-
ences in action understanding and executions, and mem-
bers of the community of Plymouth University. All the par-
ticipants responded to advertisement on campus. No par-
ticipant took part in more than one pretest or experiment.
The experiment used 31 participants (13 f, 18 m) aged 18–
50 years (M = 23.45, SD = 7.74) who were paid to
participate.

The robot platform with which the experiment was carried
out was the iCub humanoid robot [24]. For the experiment,
only the upper body of the robot was used (head, eyes, torso,
arms and hands).

In the following, we will describe in detail how we
designed and obtained counterparts of individual aspects of
Pearson et al.’s original study.

3.1 Experimental Actions

Pearson et al. obtained the experimental pictures and their
different labels (cf. Sect. 2.3) from an existing database [32].
They conducted two pretests to find those pictures with two
acceptable labels of which one was common and the other
uncommon. Analogously, our experiment required experi-
mental actions with two different acceptable ways of execu-
tion of which one was common and the other uncommon.
Thus, before the main experiment, we conducted three sepa-
rate pretests to build a dataset of actions and their executions
and to find appropriate experimental items. These are pre-
sented in the following section. The iCub robot as well as the
setup imposed constraints on the actions in the experiment.
The actions should only involve movement of the upper body
which could be carried out on a table top in a sitting position
(see Sect. 3.3). Additionally, the hardware of the robot only
permitted actions with light objects, such as soft toys, and a
low degree of finicky accuracy.
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3.1.1 Pretests

1. Sitting at a table, 24 participants (9 f, 15 m) were asked
to perform 34 actions (e.g. how to stamp). They were
instructed to give only one unambiguous demonstra-
tion for each action description and perform the first
one that came to their minds. The action demonstrations
were video recorded. Of the actions which were demon-
strated by the participants, we chose those actions which
appeared to have more than one type of execution (24
actions) for the next pretest.

2. Another twelve participants (6 f, 6 m) were presented
with video clips of an actor acting out the ways of exe-
cution for the 24 actions obtained from pretest 1 and
rated the acceptability of each demonstration for the cor-
responding action description on a scale from 1 [com-
pletely unacceptable] to 7 [completely acceptable]. We
then selected those actions which had two different types
of execution both with a rating of more than 5 (M = 6.18,
SD = 0.61). We selected 16 actions.

3. In a forced-choice task, 14 participants (7 f, 7 m) named
which one of the two demonstrations for each action they
would perform. For ten of the actions one demonstra-
tion was favored by more than 80 % of the participants
(M =92.86 %, SD=5.83 %). Nine of these ten actions
constitute the experimental items for the experiment.
One item was excluded from the experiment because the
robot was not able to perform either way of execution of
the action. Summarizing, the actions resulting from the
pretests can be demonstrated—also by the robot—in two
different ways which are equally acceptable for the task,
but of which only one is common and favored and the
other one is uncommon and unfavored (for an overview,
see Table 1).

3.2 Items

With the nine experimental actions (see Sect. 3.1.1), we con-
structed nine experimental items that consisted of the descrip-
tions of a prime action and a distractor action in text boxes,
together with a common and an uncommon way of execu-
tion for the prime action, and the descriptions of a target
action (identical to the prime action) and another distractor
action in text boxes. As most actions involved an object, the
prime/target action and distractor actions had to involve the
same object because the actions should not be recognized by
object only.

For example, one item comprised

– the descriptions of a prime action and a distractor action
in text boxes

– the prime action “how to pet a dog”
– with the distractor action “how to give a dog treats”

Table 1 Experimental actions with common and uncommon way of
execution

Experimental
actions

Common way Uncommon way

“how to ring a
bell”

With the flat hand With the thumb

“how to brush
(the table)”

Long strokes to
the side

Circular motion

“how to nest cups
into each other”

Smaller cup into
next bigger one

Biggest cup into
goal cup, smallest
into next bigger,
then into goal cup

“how to roll dice” Shaking before
rolling

Direct rolling

“how to pet a
dog”

Long strokes
along back

Several pats on head

“how to cut fruit” One cut Sawing movement

“how to point to
the die”

Straight Like a pistol

“how to use a
saltshaker”

Several shakes Tapping with the
index finger

“how to swim” Breast stroke Butterfly stroke

– a common and an uncommon way of execution for the
prime action

– the common way of execution: to pet the dog by doing
several long strokes across its back

– the uncommon way: giving the dog a couple of pats
on its head

– the descriptions of a target action (identical to the prime
action) and another distractor action in text boxes

– the target action “how to pet a dog”
– the distractor action “how to pull a dog’s tail”.

Actions that did not involve an object (e.g. “how to wave
to someone”) were paired with another action that did not
involve any objects either.

Additionally, equivalently to Pearson et al.’s experiment,
we constructed 22 pairs of filler actions. Thus, one action
in each pair was executed, the other was a distractor action.
Each of the executed actions, as for example “how to nod your
head”, “how to grasp an apple”, “how to wave to someone”,
etc., was paired with a distractor action again involving the
same (or no) object just like the filler action with which it was
paired. A filler item consisted of two different, independent
pairs of filler actions in text form. One action in each of eleven
of the 22 pairs of filler actions was demonstrated by the robot
and equivalently one action in each of the other eleven pairs
was demonstrated by each human participant.

3.2.1 Robot Action Demonstration

The experiment required videos of the iCub robot carrying
out the nine actions for the nine experimental items in two dif-
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camera
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demonstration
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup

ferent ways (one common, one uncommon) and the eleven
actions of the filler items in a preferably natural manner.
For this purpose, we applied slow kinesthetic teaching and
replaying of the movements taught using the Aquila frame-
work [28]. This method was not suitable for actions involving
large movements of both arms or large shoulder movements.
For these actions, joint angles of separate discrete positions
were recorded and then interpolated for subsequent replay.
Additionally, the robot exhibited a simple gaze behavior: It
gazed in direction of the camera at the beginning of each
video and action execution, then it gazed down to the object
or hand carrying out the action and at the end of the execution,
it gazed back to the camera. A front view of the actions of the
robot was video-recorded and the video clips then sped up
partially to compensate for artifacts from the methods used
and to achieve more natural robot action executions which
are more similar to the human action executions observed in
pretest 1.

3.3 Procedure: Setup and Course of the Experiment

The participants sat at a table with a monitor on the right
in front of them and a camera video-recording their action
demonstrations from the front (see Fig. 1). The experimenter
was seated behind the monitor so that her face was hid-
den from the participant. She had a laptop to observe the
course of the experiment and to know which objects to get.
The participant monitor showed a purpose-built Skype-like
application with a big window in which the video of the
robot was shown and a smaller window in which the partici-
pant’s video was shown. The participant window overlaid the
lower right corner of the bigger robot window (see screen-
shots in Fig. 2) so that no parts of the actions of the robot
were occluded. While the windows did not show an action
demonstration, they displayed “no video input” to give the

impression that the network video connection was running
even though no video was shown. Below the windows two
text boxes were displayed side by side which contained a pair
of action descriptions as part of an experimental or a filler
item.

The participant and the robot took turns in demonstrat-
ing an action and matching it to one of two action descrip-
tions in text boxes. The videos of the robot and the partic-
ipant were only displayed during the action demonstrations
and thus robot and participant videos were never shown at
the same time. The robot began with an action demonstra-
tion turn which was followed by a participant matching turn
(see Fig. 2). Then succeeded the participant’s demonstration
turn with a subsequent robot matching turn and so on. From
the participant’s view, the game began with two text boxes
appearing beneath the video-windows reading “no video
input”. The demonstration turn of the robot was indicated by
the token “A” in the upper left corner of the screen. Then (after
a delay of 10 s for experimental items and a randomly chosen
delay of 2–10 s for filler items), a countdown from 3 to 1 ini-
tiated the transmission of the robot video showing its action
demonstration in the big window. After the robot demonstra-
tion, the window went back to the initial “no video input”
display and the black border around the text boxes changed
to a light gray, prompting the participant to match the robot
demonstration to one of the action descriptions. To match an
action description the participants first chose an action with
the arrow keys of the keyboard. Their choice was visualized
with a yellow border around the respective text box. Then,
they confirmed their choice by pressing the enter key. A red
border around the respective text box appeared. All keys of
the keyboard other than the ones used at a certain point in time
were disabled. In the next step, the participant’s demonstra-
tion turn began. The token “B” appeared in the corner of the
screen and two new text boxes with black borders appeared.
One of them was subsequently (after 2 s) highlighted with
a yellow border indicating that the contained action should
be demonstrated. If the action involved an object, the exper-
imenter gave it to the participant and when she was ready to
demonstrate the action, she pressed the space bar to start the
transmission of the video. Again a countdown was shown,
here, in the small participant window, before the video of the
webcam was visible. After the action demonstration, the par-
ticipant pressed the space bar again to stop the video and the
window reverted to the “no video input” display. The space
bar signal was used not only to show the videos, but also to
store them for later analysis. After a short delay (randomly
chosen between 2 and 10 s), a red border appeared around the
text box that indicated the target action, to give the impression
that the robot had correctly matched the action demonstra-
tion. The game continued with another robot demonstration
and participant matching turn and so on until all items had
been demonstrated.
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Robot Demonstration and Participant Matching Turns Participant Demonstration and Robot Matching TurnsFiller Trials

Action presentation Robot demonstration Participant demonstration Robot matchingParticipant matching Action to demonstrate

A B

Fig. 2 Schematic view of the course of the experiment showing robot demonstration/participant matching turns and subsequent participant
demonstration/robot matching turns with action demonstration screenshots

Table 2 Questions on emotional stability in the Big Five Inventory of the questionnaire

Instructions: How well do the following statements descibe your personality?

I see myself as someone who . . . Disagree strongly Disagree a little Neither agree nor disagree Agree a little Agree strongly

. . . is rather reserved, cautious (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

. . . gets nervous easily, is insecure (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Scoring the scales: emotional stability: 1, 2R (R = item is reversed-scored). Inventory based on [31]

The game began with two filler items before the first exper-
imental item was presented, namely “how to hammer” and
“how to grasp an apple”. This number is less then the number
of initial filler items in the original study by Pearson et al.,
but compared to their items our items are much greater in
terms of effort and time. Nevertheless, the two filler items
ensured that the participants had understood the instructions.
Each experimental item was presented as an experimental
trial consisting of a robot demonstration turn and participant
matching turn for the prime action of the experimental item,
followed by two filler trials: the participant demonstration
and corresponding robot matching turn for a pair of actions of
a filler item and robot demonstration and corresponding par-
ticipant matching turn for the other pair of filler actions of the
filler item. Then the target action (same as prime action) was
demonstrated by the participant and subsequently matched
by the robot. Thus, there was always one participant demon-
stration turn and one participant matching turn in-between
the matching and naming of an experimental action. All nine
experimental trials were presented in succession. At the end
of the experiment, the participants filled out a questionnaire,
which included questions about how much experience they
had with robots, if they had known the iCub robot before par-
ticipating, which other robots they knew, what they thought
the study was investigating and whether they believed there

was a real robot on the other side. It concluded with a small
personality questionnaire based on Rammstedt and John’s
10-question Big Five Inventory [31], which comprises two
questions for each factor of the Big Five personality traits
[12], (for instance see Table 2 for the questions on emotional
stability).

3.3.1 Randomizations

The participants were randomly assigned to the basic robot or
the advanced robot condition. Just like in the original study,
we constructed two lists of experimental items. In the one list,
four (in the other list the remaining five) experimental actions
were presented in the uncommon way and five (resp. four)
were presented in the common way. Thus, one version of each
item appeared in each list. For the filler items we defined a
fixed randomized order. The order of the experimental items
was randomized individually for each participant.

The action text boxes containing a matching and a distrac-
tor action were always displayed side-by-side (see Fig. 2).
The position of the text box containing the matching action
was randomized to be displayed on the right or left side
for half of the participant matching turns in order to avoid
bias. Accordingly, the text box containing the target action
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appeared as well on the right or left for half of the participant
demonstration turns.

3.3.2 Instructions

The experimenter gave two parts of verbal instructions to the
participants. In the first part, the experimenter explained the
game and setup. The participants were told that iCub was in
a different room and that communication took place over a
network connection. They were instructed that they would
be referred to as player B and the robot as player A. Then the
network application and the course of the game was shown
and explained to them in detail including the participant and
robot turns and controls for matching an action and starting
the video for demonstration. They were told that on the robot
screen, their action demonstration was shown in the big win-
dow and the robot demonstration in the small window. The
second part consisted of an introduction to the iCub robot
according to the condition the respective participant belonged
to: basic or advanced. In the basic condition the experi-
menter stated that the iCub they would play with was a very
basic version and explained that this meant it was restricted
in hardware and software and was not equipped with the
newest sensors. Additionally, it had not received much train-
ing in action recognition or execution. In the advanced con-
dition, the iCub was presented as an advanced version which
received all updates and was equipped with the newest sen-
sors. The experimenter told the participants in this condition
that the iCub had received much training in action recogni-
tion and execution.

3.3.3 Scoring

We obtained scores for the degree of alignment with five
raters (3 f, 2 m) who individually and independently rated
the similarity of the initial action demonstration by the robot
and the subsequent action demonstration by the human par-
ticipant on a scale from 1 [very similar] to 7 [not similar at
all].

The raters were consecutively presented with pairs of
videos of all experimental trials. Each pair of videos con-
sisted of the robot demonstration of the experimental action
in one particular experimental trial and the respective demon-
stration of the same action by the participant in that trial. The
order in which the pairs of videos were presented was ran-
domized for each rater individually. The similarity of the
two action demonstrations shown in the pairs of videos was
rated independently on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 [very
similar] to 7 [not similar at all]. For the ratings, handed-
ness was not taken into account as a factor for similarity.
Raters were told to consider the ways in which each action
could be carried out, but were not instructed which factors
to take into account. An interrater reliability analysis was

performed to determine consistency among the raters. We
computed the absolute agreement for the average scores of
the raters via a two-way random effects model of intraclass
correlation. It revealed a strong agreement: I CC = 0.88
with p < 0.001, 95 % C I (0.86, 0.90). The mean of the rat-
ings was taken as a measure for the extent of alignment of
the participants to the robot demonstrations. For the analysis
we considered only eight of the experimental items excluding
one experimental item, “how to swim” (common way: breast
stroke, uncommon way: butterfly stroke), because during the
course of the study, it became evident that most participants
were unfamiliar with the butterfly stroke and did not feel con-
fident enough to perform it. For each participant, the ratings
for all common experimental items (i.e. actions which were
presented by the robot in a common way) and respectively
also the ratings for all uncommon experimental items (i.e.
actions which were presented by the robot in an uncommon
way) were averaged.

4 Analysis 1

4.1 Results

In line with Pearson et al.’s findings [27], we hypothesized
that the participants adapt the way they demonstrate actions
to the capabilities of the robot. In particular, the participants
should align their action demonstrations more to the actions
of the robot (i.e. presenting the uncommon way of execution
more often) when they believe the robot to be basic than when
they believe it to be advanced.

A two-way mixed ANOVA with robot demonstration
condition (common, uncommon) as within-subject factor
and the belief about robot capabilities (basic, advanced) as
between-subjects factor for the remaining eight experimen-
tal items revealed a statistically significant difference in the
extent of alignment based on the way the robot demonstrated
an action (common: M = 2.39, SD = 0.6, uncommon:
M = 3.68, SD = 1.04), F(1, 29) = 52.72, p < 0.001;
Wilks’ � = 0.355, partial η2 = 0.65. The participants rarely
demonstrated an action in a different way, when the robot
previously demonstrated the action in the common way. We
expected this main effect, as the common way of demon-
strating an action was chosen because it is preferred over the
uncommon way by over 80 % of people. Still, we observed
that the participants aligned their actions also to the uncom-
mon way of execution by the robot, which is reflected by
a high mean score of 3.68 of 7 for the uncommon actions.
We were not able to find any significant main effect for the
participants’ prior beliefs about the capabilities of the robot
or any interaction effect for within- and between-subject fac-
tors. However, including the participants’ personality traits
and their familiarity with robots in the analysis showed sig-
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Table 3 Descriptive statistics of
the alignment scores for the
different subsamples of
participants (low mean values
indicate higher alignment)

Participant subsample Within-subject Between-subject
Robot action execution Robot condition M SD N

Higher emotional stability Common Basic 2.52 0.57 10

Advanced 2.39 0.5 9

Uncommon Basic 3.45 0.83 10

Advanced 4.04 0.91 9

More experience with robots Common Basic 2.44 0.72 6

Advanced 2.07 0.65 5

Uncommon Basic 3.05 0.68 6

Advanced 3.86 1.1 5

More robots known Common Basic 2.11 0.63 7

Advanced 2.14 0.47 11

Uncommon Basic 3.13 1.01 7

Advanced 3.96 0.99 11

Knew iCub Common Basic 2.26 0.68 6

Advanced 2.14 0.54 7

Uncommon Basic 3.17 0.86 6

Advanced 3.89 1.15 7

Table 4 Interaction effects
from two-way mixed ANOVAs
for subsamples of participants

Participant subsample Wilks’ Lambda F Hypothesis df Error df Sig. Partial Eta
Squared

higher emotional stability 0.79 4.53 1 17 0.05 0.21

more experience with robots 0.38 14.65 1 9 0.00 0.62

more robots known 0.8 3.94 1 16 0.06 0.2

knew iCub 0.78 3.17 1 11 0.10 0.22

nificant interaction effects. We split the participants into two
groups at the median of factors assessed in the question-
naire. We obtained different splits of the participants for
the Big Five personality traits (openness, conscientiousness,
extraversion, agreeableness, neuroticism) according to the
Five Factor model [12], for the participants’ experience with
robots, for the number of robots they knew, and for if they
knew iCub before the experiment. Separate two-way mixed
ANOVAs for each subset revealed a significant interaction
effect for the subsamples of participants with a high score
in emotional stability (Median = 2.5, on a scale from 1
[lowest value] to 5 [highest value], observed range: 1.5–4.5)
and the participants that had some experience with robots
(Median = 1, on a scale from 1 [no experience] to 5 [much
experience], observed range: 1–5). They revealed a trend
for the participants that knew more robots (Median = 5,
observed range: 0–13), and the participants that knew iCub
before (for an overview of descriptive statistics and ANOVA
results, see Tables 3 and 4). Follow-up one-tailed indepen-
dent t-tests were conducted to test our hypothesis that scores
in the basic condition are lower than in the advanced con-
dition for uncommon robot demonstrations (see Table 5).
Results suggest that the participants in these subsamples
were more likely to align their actions to the uncommon

Table 5 Results from independent samples t-tests for subsamples of
participants; one-tailed p-values are reported

Participant subsample t df p

Higher emotional
stability

−1.48 17 0.08

More experience with
robots

−1.5 9 0.08

More robots known −1.72 16 0.05

Knew iCub −1.26 11 0.12

way the robot previously demonstrated, when they believed
the robot to be basic, then when they believed it to be
advanced.

According to the post-experimental questionnaire, no par-
ticipants had suspicions about the nature of the interaction
or knew what the study was investigating. All participants
believed they were interacting with the robot in real-time.

4.2 Discussion

The results of this analysis in general reveal the occurrence
of alignment in the domain of actions in human–robot inter-
action. People adapt their action demonstrations to the way
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their robot partner has previously shown them, suggesting
that robots can benefit from actions being shown to them in
a way similar to the ones they already know.

We did not find an overall influence of people’s beliefs
about their robot partner on the extent of alignment to the
actions of the robot in this setup. From verbal comments
from the participants, we found that this might be due to the
experimental design: Even though we carefully constructed
the experimental items, certain distractor actions paired with
a target action in the participant demonstration turns may
have lead the participants to demonstrate the action in a way
that was as distinct from the distractor as possible. In the
“how to pet a dog” item for instance, the relevant distractor
action was “how to pull a dog’s tail” leading the participants
in all conditions to rather perform the uncommon way of
execution (several pats on head), as it was spatially farther
from the dog’s tail than the common way (long strokes along
back). This might have overridden any tendency to align. For
the experiment conducted by Branigan et al. the same issue
holds true for the similarity of labels of the target pictures
(considering e.g. length of word, initial letter or number of
letters shared). In the future, this issue should be addressed
and the experimental design improved in this respect.

Our results suggest that the participants’ personality as
well as their familiarity with their interaction partner affect
how their beliefs influence the alignment to their partner’s
actions. One possible explanation for this finding could be
that people familiar with robots have an idea about the poten-
tial action recognition mechanisms of the robot and for that
reason, pay closer attention to the hands and object move-
ments, as they are aware that the robot is likely to track any
of them. In the basic robot condition, they then rather copied
the movement the robot had demonstrated and already knew.
Another explanation could be that higher emotional stability
and greater familiarity with robots cause a positive attitude
and less tension and stress for the participant in the inter-
action with the robot (cf. [21]). Thus, these factors enable
the participant to be more responsive to the interaction part-
ner and its needs in the communicative situation and equally
to consider how to achieve successful communication (cf.
[26]). Therefore, these participants align more strongly to
their basic interaction partner they believe to be untrained
and less capable of recognizing the actions they show. More
feedback from the robot which gives them cues about the
understanding of the robot and possibly emphasizes the con-
dition of the capabilities of the robot might promote and boost
the participants’ reactiveness and adaptivity. Branigan et al.
suggested that the beliefs about a computer as interlocutor
may be resistant to dynamic updates and changes induced
by the feedback from the computer [5]. In the current study,
the feedback by the robot also consisted of the answers of
the robot in the robot matching trials which always indicated
perfect understanding and additionally, beliefs could possi-

bly have been updated when seeing the robot perform the
actions in a sophisticated manner.

It might thus not be sufficient to tell the participants about
the capabilities of the robot before the experiment in order
to prime their beliefs. Investigating this aspect more closely
for a robot as interaction partner will be subject of following
research.

5 Analysis 2

Another interesting factor to look at is time. Time might
change participants’ alignment behavior. Participants might
need time to feel at ease in the interaction, get the hang of
the game, form a strategy in which way to demonstrate the
actions and get accustomed to the ways of the robot. Brani-
gan et al. showed that beliefs also affect the time-course of
alignment [5]. They investigated time within one trial and
found reduced alignment for the participants who believed
to be playing with a human partner when they had to produce
the label some turns after their partner opposed to when they
had to produce it right away. When the participants believed
they were playing with a computer partner, there was no
decay of alignment over time. However, Branigan et al. did
not consider time over the course of an interaction compris-
ing several trials. In the setting of this work, in a next step,
we would like to address the question of how the extent of
alignment changes over the course of an interaction.

5.1 Additional Methods

Instead of averaging the obtained ratings over all uncom-
mon/common experimental items as done for Anaysis 1, the
experimental items were divided in half according to their
chronological order for each participant. The ratings for the
first half of experimental items and the ratings for the second
half of items were averaged separately for each participant.

5.2 Results

We performed a two-way mixed ANOVA with chronolog-
ical order (first, last) and robot demonstration condition
(common, uncommon) as within-subject factors and the
belief about robot capabilities (basic, advanced) as between-
subjects factor. Additionally to the statistically significant
difference in the extent of alignment based on the way
the robot demonstrated an action we already reported in
Analysis 1, it revealed a significant interaction effect of the
chronological order and the belief about robot capabilities,
F(1, 28) = 6.62, p < 0.05; Wilks’ � = 0.81, partial
η2 = 0.19. As planned contrasts, two paired-samples t-tests
were conducted to compare the extent of alignment during
the first half of experimental items and the second half of
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Fig. 3 Mean alignment score (low scores correspond to less differ-
ences and thus a high extent of alignment) for chronologically first and
last half of experimental items in both belief conditions: advanced robot
version (white), basic robot version (hatched); error bars represent stan-
dard errors

experimental items in the basic and advanced robot condition
separately. In the advanced robot condition, there was no sig-
nificant difference of alignment between the first (M = 3.02,
SD = 0.65) and second (M = 3.02, SD = 1.1) half of
items, t (14) = 0.01, p = 1. In the basic robot condition,
results revealed a significant difference between first (M =
3.38, SD = 0.93) and second (M = 2.7, SD = 1.01) half
of items, t (15) = 2.43, p < 0.05, indicating that in this
condition, the participants aligned significantly stronger in
the second half of the interaction (see Fig. 3).

5.3 Discussion

With this analysis about the change of alignment over the
course of an interaction, we found that when the participants,
who believed they were interacting with a basic version of the
iCub, had interacted with the robot for a while, their align-
ment to the actions of the robot increased. The participants,
who believed they were interacting with an advanced ver-
sion of the iCub, on the other hand, seem to align to the same
extent over the course of the interaction.

When observing an interaction partner’s action demon-
strations, there are many aspects to attend to. When partic-
ipants are playing the game with a robot for the first time,
in the first trial they might only pay attention to what the
robot looks like, if it can perform the action at all and also
as a first priority they fulfill the tasks they were asked to do:
(a) In the participant matching turns, pick which action the
robot is demonstrating. (b) In the participant demonstration
turn, demonstrate the movement. Once the participants get
accustomed to the game and know that matching the action

correctly is not difficult, they can pay closer attention to
their robot interaction partner and adapt their demonstrations
according to their beliefs about its understanding. Our results
thus could suggest familiarity to play a role in enabling beliefs
to affect alignment. In accordance, Baddoura et al. found that
the experience of familiarity (“the familiar”) of an interaction
is associated to a pleasant and safe state, correlates with the
perception of a robot as a machine with human-like aspects
[2], and is positively correlated with the responsiveness to
the actions of a robot [1].

6 Challenges and Limitations

In this work, we presented a thorough replication of an exist-
ing study, which we extended to the domain of actions in
a human-robot interaction setup. In contrast to the origi-
nal study by Pearson et al., our study for investigating the
alignment of actions encompassed a setup, where the inter-
action partners had to see their respective demonstrations, but
should not communicate at any other time than on the turns
in which they demonstrate and match the actions. We solved
this issue by implementing a purpose-built Skype-like appli-
cation with which the participants were able to communicate
with the robot via a network connection. In the application,
which was implemented as a Linux shell script using the win-
dow manager fvwm, video playbacks of the robot demonstra-
tions were followed by the participants’ matching responses,
which were entered using key presses on the keyboard (left
and right arrow keys for selecting a response and the enter
key for confirmation), and the display and recording of the
participants’ demonstrations, which were also triggered by
key presses. The application was implemented in a way that
disabled all unused keys and prevented any errors in the flow
of the game caused by the user. With this interface design, we
restricted the interaction considerably, but still aimed at keep-
ing it natural while closely matching Pearson et al’s design.

Another challenge we had to solve was that the robot has
technical limitations which make it difficult for it to perform
certain actions as for instance to grasp an object. These lim-
itations in an interaction with the user would have caused
some action demonstrations to fail and the demonstrations
of the same action to be incomparable across participants.
We therefore recorded videos of the robot demonstrating the
actions and replayed them in the application.

Additionally, we could not rely on an existing dataset of
actions with different ways of execution, so we had to create
a new dataset to find appropriate experimental actions.

The main limitation of the presented study is that a video
display of a robot presenting actions constitutes a much richer
source of information than the simple display of labels in the
original work. The participants might be influenced by the
appearance of the robot, as well as the way in which it moves
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and performs the actions. While the presented work is not
able to provide a comprehensive understanding of alignment
of actions in human-robot interaction, it still gives meaning-
ful insights on interaction dynamics for future research on
this topic.

7 Conclusion

In our experiment, we found that people seem to also align
their non-verbal actions to the ones of a robot interaction
partner. They aligned even with very uncommon action exe-
cutions. In particular, people who are more emotionally sta-
ble as well as people who are familiar with robots seem to
align their actions to a greater extent when they believe the
robot to be basic and less capable than when they believe it
to be advanced and more capable. Thus, in these subsamples
of participants, we were able to verify our hypothesis and
replicate the results of Branigan et al. suggesting that also in
the domain of actions, alignment can be mediated by beliefs
about the interaction partner.

Regarding the effect of time on alignment, the extent of
alignment for people interacting with an interaction partner
that is incapable in their eyes increases over time. Research on
alignment in human–robot interaction should thus not only
study short-term interaction, but long-term interactions in
which users become familiarized with the robot and a nov-
elty effect wears out as suggested by Leite et al. [23]. Time
and familiarization seem to play a decisive role in the process
of alignment. Future research should focus on identifying
enabling and promotive factors of alignment. We believe that
a thorough understanding of alignment toward robot inter-
action partners would enable us to develop robots that can
elicit alignment phenomena in interaction and benefit from
a reduced interactional complexity for action learning and
understanding.
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